
SAXON WORFIELD
 

The Saxon period covered a big chunk of British history, from 450AD to the Norman Conquest in 
1066. It included the Viking invasion and took us from being a pagan country to a Christian one, 
gave us the start of our language, Old English, and the use of that language in a written form. The 
Saxon period also  changed the way we farmed and were administered as a country. Yet it is a 
period known in history as the Dark Ages and  not only do we know relatively little about the 
Saxons but we seem to have difficulty getting a feel for them as a people. Part of the problem may 
be the length of time the period covered. If we tried to understand English history from 1500-2010 
as an item we would find it impossible because the changes have been immense. To make matters 
worse, it wasn't until the 800s that the history of the country was written down  in the Anglo Saxon 
Chronicles, so some of the history is written retrospectively with the obvious inaccuracies ensuing 
from that.

We are not certain why the  Saxons came to England at all. One view is that they were a mercenary 
force employed by an ambitious British tyrant to overthrow his rivals, the plan went wrong when 
the mercenaries killed the British overlord and they simply stayed in this country. Another view is 
that the Saxons were probably farmers looking for land to farm. Rising sea levels and a much 
harsher climate in North Germany probably led them to look West to the more amiable climate of 
Britain.

The Saxon invaders settled in tribal groups of free peasants under separate leaders. Until DNA 
testing was carried out in 2002 which showed  a genetic continuity with pre Saxon inhabitants it 
was thought that the Saxons massacred the indigenous people. Eventually the tribal groups became 
larger until by the end of the 6h century most of England was divided into Saxon kingdoms. 
Worfield was part of Mercia which became a  powerful region first under Penda, then under Offa. 

There is no direct reference to Worfield in the Anglo Saxon Chronicles but there is reference to 
activities nearby. The Saxons did have their battles as the recently found Saxon hoard (thought to be 
battlefield spoils) testifies. Towards the end of the Saxon period these battles were with the Danes. 
One of these battles involved   Alfred the Great's daughter who lived at Bridgnorth and the Danes, 
who had sailed up the river.  Aethelflaed met and defeated the Danes at Cwatbryge (not necessarily 
Quatford) and repelled them. Another important battle with the Danes was at Tettenhall, again this 
may have been at Smestow or Wednesfield. The Danes were defeated but  Aethelflaed's husband, 
Aethelred of Mercia was killed in the Battle.

The pattern of settlement we see in Worfield is largely of Saxon origin. The Saxons didn't settle in 
towns but based their way of life on subsistence agriculture. By 1066 there is a scattering all over 
the parish of small villages and single farmsteads. We know this by the names of the places. The 
size of a farm was based on hides, one hide being the amount of land needed to support a family. 
The area of a hide is thought to be anything between 40 and 100 acres. The Saxons ploughed their 
fields with oxen and as single settlements became villages, the families cooperated more and 
farmed the land as strips. This pattern of strip agriculture is still seen in Eastern Europe and is 
reflected in field names. At Littlegain, for example, there is a field called Common Pieces and an ox 
shoe was found there. Obviously this was not from Saxon times but apparently oxen were still used 
to pull the plough up to Victorian times. The use of oxen changed the shape of the field, from the 
square fields of the Celts to a longer, rectangular one as more space was needed to turn the team of 
oxen. 

Place names are a fascinating study in their own right. Many of our field names derive from the 
Saxon period and there is a wonderful map,from the 1830s, which details  all the fields in the 
parish. The map is held at the Shropshire Archives but copies are available. So we have names such 



as leasow (a meadow), furlong ( back to strip farming, a furlong is literally a furrow long, the length 
of a field before the oxen had to be turned.) Farm and village names are equally fascinating. Those 
ending in ending in -ley meant a clearing in the forest, -cott  was a house as was -ton and -bury  was 
a fortified house. Sometimes names are not as they may seem. Littlegain may not mean that the 
ground was so poor you never made any money, gegn in Old English meant direct, so was there 
some connection with the Walls? Stableford probably does not come from the stable by the ford but 
from the Old English stapol meaning post. Kingslow didn't meant that a King (in the sense we now 
use the word) lived or was buried there. The Anglo Saxon tribal leaders were called kings and low 
comes from the Old English hlaw meaning a rounded hill. Stanmore is from stan meaning a stone 
and Cranmere is probably crow's mere. Hartlebury is a particularly interesting name, -bury is from 
the Old English byrig meaning a fortified place but whether it was the fortified place of a person or 
whether it is derived from heortla meaning deer we don't know. Personally I favour the latter. Does 
the fact that Hartlebury was a fortified enclosure mean that it had more importance in the parish in 
Saxon times? Lady Godiva (wife of Earl Leofric) who is credited  with the development of Worfield 
lived in the eleventh century so it is quite possible that there were other, more important, 
settlements in the parish before that. The school run would have been a lot easier if Hartlebury had 
been the main village in the parish rather than Worfield!

On the other hand, Worfield was probably the logical place to locate a church as it was so rich in the 
spiritual resources of wells and caves. When the Saxons migrated to England initially, they were 
pagans and wells were thought to have magical powers. The history books often refer to the St 
Peter's Well in Worfield although I don't think there is a consensus on where exactly it is, or was. 
Similarly witches often lived in caves. As paganism was replaced by Christianity caves were used 
by hermits wanting to adopt a contemplative life. King Alfred's grandson spent a period of religious 
contemplation in the Hermitage caves and by the very fact that Worfield's well is given the name St 
Peter's Well, it must have played a significant part in church life


